
 

The Fourth Grade Newsletter 
Apple Creek Elementary                            Jan. 29-Feb.2 

Language Arts 
Reading – Students will be able to cite relevant 

evidence from the text and determine the author’s point of 

view.  The essential question is “How can words lead to 

change?” Vocabulary words are: address, divided, haste, 

opposed, perish, proclamation, shattered, and tension. The 

quiz will be on Wednesday, Jan. 31. 

Grammar- Students will be able to identify and 

use linking verbs. 

  
Writing- This week, we will finish our opinion 

writing on whether fourth graders should have 

phones. We will then practice writing in response to 

reading passages. 

  

Spelling- The words this week focus on plurals. The 

words are: clams, dresses, hobbies, enemies, mistakes, 

mints, parents, engines, babies, supplies, props, caves, 

couches, ranches, mosses, arches, glasses, arrows, 

patches, and armies. Dictation will be Wednesday, Jan. 

31. 

 
*Please remember your child should be reading 20 minutes for 

20 days in January for our Book It Reading program.  Put your 
initials on the calendar verifying that they read. If they read at 
school, there should be a teacher’s initials beside it. Remember, 
this is a grade. Calendars are due Feb. 1! 400 minutes should 
be read. 

Science 
In Science this week, we will continue our fossil unit. 

We will be describing where most fossils are found, 

and how some fossils are formed. We will be 

identifying the different types of fossils and their 

characteristics. We will be participating in a fossil dig 

where we will be identifying real fossils. We will also be 

identifying how we can use fossils to predict what a 

past environment was like, how we can match animals 

of the past with animals that are living today, and what 

type of fossil is most common.  

 

SOCIAL STUDIES 
In Social Studies this week, we will begin our Ohio 

Becomes a State Unit.  We will be explaining how 

interactions among historic Indians and settlers 

resulted in both cooperation and conflict. We will be 

explaining how Ohio progressed from territory to 

statehood, including the terms of the Northwest 

Ordinance. We will be explaining how the Northwest 

Ordinance influenced the incorporation of 

democratic ideals in the states formed from the 

Northwest Territory. We will be identifying the three-

step plan for admitting states to the United States, and 

reasons why settlers want to move to the western 

region in the 1800s.  

 

Everyday Mathematics 
Lessons 5.4- 5.7 

 
Next week, students will add and subtract mixed 

numbers with like-denominators. They will use 

fraction circles and a number line to support their 

answers. Students will add unlike fractions with 

denominators of tenths and hundredths while 

making equivalent fractions.  They will also work 

with partners to solve an open response question 

about dividing an area into equal parts (fractions.) 

Finally, we will review concepts from previous units, 

and play the game, "Multiplication Wrestling." 

 

Multiplication facts should be mastered at this 

point in the year. Please study these with your 

child. 

 

Upcoming Events: 

 
Wednesday, Jan. 31- Spelling Dictation, Reading 
Quiz 
 
Thursday, Feb. 1- Book It Calendars DUE! 
 
*There have been several students this year who 
have been away from school for family vacations. It 
is very difficult to send work home early because we 
base each day’s lessons on what happens in class 
the previous day. Plans change frequently. 
Therefore, we will only send work home for one 
planned day. This will eliminate extra planning and 
allow students to stay in the sequence of the skills 
being taught. 

  
Quote of the Week –“You cannot escape the responsibility of tomorrow by evading it 
today.” Abraham Lincoln 



  

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


